Corporate Overview

Engineering Exceptional Experiences
HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF PEOPLE ARE EXPERIENCING SYNAPTICS
We engineer exceptional experiences for consumers in the home, at work, in the car, or on the go.
ENABLING EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES BY

RE-IMAGINING HOW HUMANS ENGAGE WITH MACHINES AND DATA
Product Leadership for Every Experience

HOW YOU TOUCH, TALK, & SEE

HOW YOU PERCEIVE & ENGAGE

HOW YOU CONNECT

SENSING

PROCESSING

CONNECTIVITY

Touch Sensing
Fingerprint Biometrics
Audio/Voice Processing
Display Drivers
Audio Processing
Open AI Tools
Video Processing
Computer Vision

WiFi
Video Interfaces
Bluetooth

GPS
Synaptics Business Snapshot

- **ESTABLISHED**: 1986
- **EMPLOYEES**: ~1800
- **PATENTS**: 1800+
- **MARKET CAP, REVENUE**: $~9.00^B, $1.3B*

*As of March 2, 2022 • FY21 Consensus
One Winning Team
Engineering Exceptional Experiences

Together, we **explore**, **create**, and **thrive**.
For those with a passion to **push the limits** of technology, the **opportunities are like nowhere else**.
We don’t just imagine the next big thing; **we make it happen**.
A Transformation with Momentum

- **Strategic AI Investments**
- **Next Gen HMI Tech**
- **Edge AI Silicon**
- **Universal Docking**
- **Wireless Connectivity**
- **Edge AI Software**
- **M&A + PARTNERSHIPS**

**ORGANIC INVESTMENTS**

- **Differentiated Technology**
- **Growth & Profitability** (8-10% EST. CAGR)
- **Design Wins** (Broad-based growth across all segments)
Expanding Into New Markets

IoT Smart Spaces

IoT Smart Devices

PC & Mobile Devices

Industrial

Automotive

Mobile

Workplace

Home
The Industry Leader for Every Experience

PC & Mobile Devices

>50% share of PC OEM touchpad, leading biometrics, docking

>200M OLED touch & display ICs shipped, flex OLED leadership

IoT Smart Devices

Technology leader for BT, Wi-Fi, GPS and combo chips

Chosen by 45 auto platforms, new level of integration via TDDI

IoT Smart Spaces

Performance & power leader for Edge AI and Video SoCs
ENGINEERING EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES
Thank You